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ICONIC ATLANTA RAPPER GUCCI MANE TO PERFORM WITH ATLANTA POPS ORCHESTRA 
 

ATLANTA – Today, legendary Atlanta rapper, Gucci Mane, announced a one-of-a-kind concert that will go 

down as a historic live performance with the Atlanta Pops Orchestra. On Saturday, October 12, Gucci 

Mane: The Road to 1017 featuring the Atlanta Pops Orchestra is headed to Atlanta Symphony Hall for 

a rare, intimate experience. Tickets for this show go on sale this Friday, June 28 at 10am at 

ticketmaster.com. For tickets and further information visit aso.org/live. 

 
Be a part of history as Gucci Mane delivers an unforgettable performance for the first time ever with an 

orchestra, sharing his personal journey and the life lessons that have shaped him. Discover the man behind 

the music, from his early days in Alabama to his rise in Atlanta. 

 

Witness the unique fusion of hip-hop and orchestral music as Gucci Mane delivers a magical musical 

journey for the first time at the Atlanta Symphony Hall. Enjoy live performances of iconic tracks such as 

"Freaky Gurl," "Lemonade," and "Wasted," accompanied by the majestic Atlanta Pops Orchestra and led by 

Conductor Michael Giel. 

 

About Gucci Mane 

Gucci Mane’s debut studio album, Trap House (2005), marked his entry onto the Billboard 200. His 

subsequent album, Hard to Kill (2006), produced his first Billboard Hot 100 entry with the single "Freaky 

Gurl." In 2007, he signed with Atlantic Records and released Back to the Trap House. His major-label debut, 

The State vs. Radric Davis (2009), featuring the double platinum single "Lemonade," peaked within the top 

ten of the Billboard 200. After a two-year incarceration, he returned with Everybody Looking (2016) and the 

chart-topping hit "Black Beatles." 
 

Throughout his prolific career, Gucci Mane has released sixteen studio albums and seventy-one mixtapes. 

He founded 1017 Records, signing major artists like Young Thug and Chief Keef. His influence and work 

have earned him titles such as "avatar of East Atlanta" and "the most influential underground rapper of the 

2000s."  

 

Mark your calendars for October 12, 2024, and join us at Atlanta Symphony Hall for a night that promises to 

be a legendary moment in music. 

 
Gucci Mane: The Road to 1017 with the Atlanta Pops Orchestra is presented by Opus Group 
Entertainment and will be performed at Atlanta Symphony Hall on Saturday, October 12, 2024, at 
8:00PM. 

 
About Delta Atlanta Symphony Hall LIVE 
Delta Atlanta Symphony Hall LIVE concerts feature world-renowned musicians and entertainers, several of 
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which will be joined on-stage by the GRAMMY® award-winning, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra. Highlighting 
genres across the entertainment gamut, guests can enjoy concerts and events ranging from pop, rock, 
country, R&B, jazz, comedy, podcasts, book tours and everything in between. Symphony Hall continues to 
present a diverse array of artists throughout the year, bringing unique visual and audial experiences to the 
Atlanta community through the magic of live performances. 
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